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Prateek, Raman, and Sumant, the three musketeers of CustomerGlu, 
met over a shared desire to solve the problem of user retention for 
digital businesses. 

Prateek was already actively involved in game development during 
his college days at the Vellore Institute of Technology (VIT) University, 
Vellore, when he met his senior at VIT, Raman Shrivastava through a 
common professor. 

Raman had previously faced the problem of user retention when he 
tried to build his own mood-based food recommendation app. The 
dynamic duo immediately embarked on the journey of creating a novel 
solution to this key problem, and soon their journey would turn into 
the adventure of a lifetime! 

Sumant, who had also worked on a stock prediction app and faced 
similar issues with user retention, joined the duo in 2017 and started 
the mission of building fully immersive game-like experiences to boost 
user retention.  

Hi! We’re CustomerGlu.

1. Our Story: CustomerGlu’s Journey and Vision

(The CustomerGlu team -- working towards revolutionizing 
customer experience with game-like immersive UX elements)

Think about the way a gamer plays Mario. The gamer has to move 
the character and opt for stunts to maximize the score. We thought 
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of applying these concepts to marketing, where every move that a 
marketer makes has to guide the user in order to ensure they reach 
the maximum or a high conversion rate.

Today it is widely known that smartphone users receive tons of push 
notifications from mobile-first apps. But, do users really engage with 
the messages? 

Maybe notifications help with the brand recall or remind a customer 
that a particular app is still there on their mobile, but it doesn’t 
necessarily lead to high conversions. Studies show 71 percent of users 
don’t want to receive notifications. They turn them off, and some even 
uninstall apps because of this intrusion. 

The fact that a user installs an app indicates there is a use case in the 
first place. As soon as a user visits an app, the key is to drive the user 
to comprehend the product’s value and use the good features. The key 
is to create action trigger loops within your product such that a user 
completes a desired action like booking a ride, making a purchase, 
discovering a catalog on an e-commerce store.

We’re trying to solve this exact problem with our revolutionary 
low-code customer experience builder. 

On studying some of the most engaging app experiences, we found 
game-like experiences to be fun and super addictive.

 It is costly for companies to build it themselves - and most of 
them never do, that’s why we decided to solve it for everyone with 
CustomerGlu.
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Living in an era of great technological advancements, especially in the 
digital space, the internet and social media platforms continue to rise 
significantly. There is a constant influx of new and exciting possibilities 
for emerging entrepreneurs. 

Having your own business is a dream come true for every 
entrepreneur. And when it comes to setting up an online store, Spotify 
reigns supreme. 

According to a Yieldfy blog on Shopify success stories, it is one of 
the best and most sought-after eCommerce platforms available today, 
with well over 20% of the eCommerce market share. It started as a 
store that sold snowboarding equipment, and now, Shopify claims to 
have hosted over 1,000,000 businesses in 175 countries.

Shopify businesses have contributed a whopping $319 billion to the 
world’s economy between 2016 and 2019.

What’s even crazier is, during the COVID-19 lockdown period, they 
have seen a 45% increase in the number of people buying from their 
stores that they’d never shopped at before.

Some of the most successful eCommerce brands, such as Kylie 
Cosmetics ($630 million) and Gym Shark ($223 million), are 
developed and hosted using Shopify.

I. Introduction: Challenges Faced By Shopify Stores

(Shopify Valuation Growth Over The Years. Source: Yahoo Finance)

2. Rethinking eCommerce: Understanding Retail 
Gamification

https://www.yieldify.com/blog/successful-shopify-stores/
https://finance.yahoo.com/chart/SHOP#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-
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But as the saying goes, no good thing is free. Building your own 
business on Shopify also comes with a bunch of challenges. Let’s look 
at some of them. 

The Problem of Meaningful Engagement! 

We all know Cash is King. Likewise, many entrepreneurs mistake 
starting with a ‘make money fast’ mindset. 

But that’s not something you want to do as it will lead to your 
customers quickly becoming disinterested in your digital experience. 

Instead, when you have just embarked on your Shopify journey, try 
to place your primary focus on building customer loyalty with value-
added experiences. 

Honestly, there can be a lot of reasons why a Shopify store might fail. 
Some of the more significant issues are: 

Finding Customers: Most new Shopify store owners find it 
challenging to find customers for their products. New digital businesses 
often find it hard to generate traffic for each entity. 

The Solution: You can start by trying out the right advertisement 
and promotion for your business. Additionally, never hesitate the 
chance of joining a high-rated marketplace that pulls numbers. Make 
use of their customer base to develop your Shopify store. And finally, 
undergoing optimization on your store for better engagement will help 
you pull more customers to your business. 

No Increase In Sale: Keeping in mind that a tremendous amount 
of traffic is not equal to sales -- one of the most typical Shopify problems 
is finding the ideal clients for your products, and it's not always easy 
to convert those prospects into paying customers.

The Solution: Building awareness with ad campaigns (on any high 
conversion rate platform of your choice) and loyalty with dedicated 
customer service and meaningful relationships are excellent ways to 
increase sales on your Shopify store. 
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Analytics: One of the most frequently overlooked components of 
all eCommerce companies is analysis reports for your Shopify store. 
They show you how well your Shopify site is functioning and which 
areas need improvement.

The Solution: Pay greater attention to your analytics and 
understand the reason behind the numbers. 

Patience is vital when you are in the process of optimizing your Shopify 
store with Analytics. You must take the test-and-learn approach: 
change something small, wait for a couple of weeks, and check how 
your analytic reports vary. If you continue to do this, your Shopify 
store will be in top condition.

Lack Of Predictions On Traffic & Sales: Being an eCommerce 
store owner, you should know about traffic predictions and sales. 
By understanding the expected sales volume that you will achieve 
during the upcoming holiday season, you can make yourself all set 
beforehand.

The Solution: In our experience, only the iterative process has 
demonstrated positive results for solving this problem. As a Shopify 
store owner, you should always try to tweak your digital experience to 
see the effect of various changes. This way, you are slowly but surely 
optimizing your website to generate the maximum traffic and sales.  

User Interface Issues: Sometimes, something as simple as a 
broken button can cause a huge pile-up of web traffic and disable 
your Shopify store until it’s fixed. It’s of extremely high importance, 
therefore, that you constantly keep up with site maintenance and fix 
any bugs you come across as soon as you spot them. 

The Solution: If you don’t like your digital experience, nobody else 
will as well. As a new Shopify store owner, always look at your store 
with a critical eye and try to fix even the most minor cracks in your 
digital experience. 

An excellent way to approach this is by asking questions like, are the 
themes on my store aligned with my brand? Is the user experience 
intuitive? Does it work well without affecting other areas of the page?
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The Dearth Of  Meaningful Content: In the age of social media, 
with its almost endless stream of content, the biggest challenges in 
front of most new Shopify stores are engaging and retaining customers 
with fun and fully immersive content. 

The Solution: The more time a user spends on a w+ebsite, the 
higher are the chances of converting them into customers. While 
most businesses on Shopify manage to solve the product and website 
optimization problems, most of them fall short when it comes to 
engaging their visitors. 

Over the last two decades, gaming has become integral to popular 
culture in the online world. It provides a good, light challenge that 
creates a strong feeling of accomplishment at the same time. And 
besides, games are fun!

II. Shopify Stores That Leverage Gamification

According to the Harvard Business Review, the rise of customer 
attention by 5% generates a 25% - 95% increase in profit. Gamification 
appears to be a go-to tactic to enhance sales, brand awareness, and 
customer loyalty.

“Gamification is ultimately not about buzzwords and 
mechanics, but better and more meaningful experiences.”

– Esteban Contreras Social Media Manager at Samsung USA

The introduction of Gamification into the shopping experience is not 
a new concept but an efficient solution not only from sales but also 
from the marketing and advertising side.

Fashion Nova, a clothing brand that went viral over the years and 
became a social media phenomenon, uses gamified motivation drivers 
to keep their customers hooked and ensure that they keep coming back 
to their website regularly. 

They use countdown timers and exclusive rewards to drive user 
obsession and habit-forming behaviors. New users on Fashion Nova 
are greeted with discount coupons to encourage them to spend more 
time exploring more products on Fashion Nova. 

During sales and new merch drops, the website also uses countdown 
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times to create a sense of urgency amongst its customers and drive 
more sales while creating exciting experiences for the customers. 

TopHatter -- an auction website that sells products across all 
categories -- uses a gamified system of points, badges, and leaderboards 
to drive user motivation. 

Each person’s profile has a rewards section to win badges and credit 
for good interaction, bidding, and purchase history. They’ve also 
included a ‘Share and Earn’ area prompting users to invite friends 
and earn credit.
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Another excellent example of a gamified Shopify store is ColourPop. 

ColourPop store stands out amongst thousands of other cosmetic 
brands because of their stunning designs and playful colors, which 
brilliantly adds to the customer experience.

(User Profiles on TopHatter With Points and Badges)

(ColourPop’s Instagram page -- utilizing the power of influencer 
marketing to grow their brand)
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ColourPop was born, raised, and made in the City of Angels. The 
company prides itself on being wallet and eco-friendly. They use social 
gamification via influencers on Instagram to market their products 
and grow their brand. 

Sending free products to influencers has been their play, using which 
they have crossed 4,000 influencer mentions.

Their Growth Metrics: Fashion Nova has over 20 million followers 
on the Instagram platform. Its growth rate is at 600% every year that 
passes.

Tophatter has managed to pull in nearly 2M MAUs on their web 
platform by incorporating game-like solutions. 

Colourpop has crossed an estimated $4 million in revenue by creating 
a thriving community of influencers and customers constantly waiting 
for new and exciting products. 

These examples prove without a doubt that gamification and 
interactive game-like elements have the power to accelerate the 
growth of Shopify stores through meaningful engagement. 
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Yu-Kai Chou, one of the leading experts in gamification theory and 
design, defines it as, “Gamification is the craft of deriving all the fun 
and engaging elements found in games and applying them to real-
world or productive activities.”

Gamification design places the most emphasis on the human 
motivations in any system. 

What is human-focused design? 

Also known as Human-Centered Design, it is based on a philosophy 
that empowers an individual or team to design products, services, 
systems, and experiences that address the core needs of those who 
experience a problem.

Building fully immersive game-like environments, simulating the 
thrill of video games with points, progress bars, and leaderboards, and 
driving customer motivation with scarcity and unpredictability all fall 
under human-focused design strategies. 

Different game techniques push us forward differently: some in an 
inspiring and empowering way, while some in a manipulative and 
obsessive manner. The Octalysis Gamification Framework presents 
us with the eight-core drives of gamification. These core drives make 
up the entire motivational framework of gamified systems.

I. Looking At The Octalysis Framework

3. Introduction to Gamification
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Epic Meaning And Calling: The first core drive uses higher 
meaning and the promise of an epic big-picture to drive user 
motivation. Wikipedia uses epic purpose to drive a community-built 
content platform. 

(Yu-Kai Chou’s Octalysis gamification framework. 

Image Credits: Yu-Kai Chou)

II. Looking At The Eight Core Drives

https://yukaichou.com/gamification-examples/octalysis-complete-gamification-framework/
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Development and Accomplishment: This core drive shows the 
user how far they have come and stand to lose if they quit midway. 
Khan Academy uses progress bars and skill trees to drive learner 
motivation.

Empowerment of Creativity & Feedback: Allowing users to 
develop creative solutions for the various in-product activities and 
journeys to engage them in the process and support their ideas with 
real-time feedback. FarmVille (an online simulation game) empowered 
user creativity with social recognition. 

Ownership & Possession: Users are 
motivated because they feel like they own 
something. Businesses can drive empathy 
by adding a virtual pet or a digital avatar to 
their app or web platforms. Forest (a sleep 
management app) drives user motivation by 
making you take care of a sapling. 

Social Influence & Relatedness: This drive incorporates all the 
social elements that drive people, including mentorship, acceptance, 
social responses, companionship, competition, and envy. 4food powers 
an entire fast-food menu with user-generated content and a voting 
system, demonstrating the power of social interactions. 

Scarcity & Impatience: This is the drive of wanting something 
because you can’t have it. The right amount of perceived scarcity can 
generate a ton of hype for a product or a service. Facebook initially 
launched as an exclusive social media platform for Ivy League colleges, 
thus building scarcity around its services. 

Unpredictability & Curiosity: This core drive is utilized 
whenever a company runs a sweepstake or lottery program to engage 
users. Businesses can curate obsessive user behavior by building 
unpredictable systems. Woot has based its entire e-commerce model 
on the shortage of products and daily limited edition deals. 
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Loss & Avoidance: Based upon the 
avoidance of something negative happening. 
This core drive utilizes the natural human 
tendency to avoid anything negative to 
drive habit-forming behavior. Zombies 
Run is an ultra-immersive fitness app that 
uses immersive storytelling to drive user 
motivation for running. 

Understanding these core drives can help Shopify business owners 
build better-gamified systems and boost their growth with higher 
customer engagement and retention rates. 
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Gamification and games are not the same, and some marketers often 
fail to comprehend that. With so much hype around Gamification, we 
understand how powerful it can be, but that also means it’s not a quick 
fix. 

It takes a lot more to implement Gamification in your business 
successfully, and the truth is that some brands have miserably failed. 

Let us look at some ineffective examples and how they could have 
been avoided.

Google News started giving out badges to their users for reading 
articles on a specific topic. They said, “Keep your badges to yourself, 
or show them off to your friends." 

Users quickly lost interest in 
collecting the badges as they 
only revealed their reading topic. 
This was a poor implementation 
of Gamification because users 
uncomfortable about being 
monitored and sharing their 
interests gave up using Google 
News altogether.

Tip: Understanding what your users want and building your 
gamification flow around the primary requirement of any great gamified 
system. Google News could have given badges that reflect how often a 
user reads instead of the content they were reading.

Another famous fail was Marriott’s game "My Marriott Hotel,” 
intended to attract recruiters. The multinational hospitality company 
came up with a game where the player buys ingredients, such as lettuce 
for hamburgers, hires staff, buys stoves and kitchen utensils, etc. 

Sadly, no one found the game interesting - leading to a waste of 
investment. 

I. Pitfalls of Gamification

4. Building A Great Gamified System
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Tip: You can keep your audience engaged only by giving them what 
they want. Build your features around that.

By fully focusing on the specific needs of your customers, you can 
build excellent gamified systems that drive user motivation with fun, 
fully immersive experiences.

II. Understanding How to Design a Great Gamified System

Now that you have understood the core ideas of gamification and 
also taken a look through the pitfalls -- here are some must-haves for 
building a great gamified system for your Shopify store. 

Pinpoint your business objectives for gamification: Yes, it’s 
tempting just to slap some game mechanics on your company’s website 
and call it a day. But gamifying your business is, unfortunately, a bit 
more complicated. For your gamification efforts to be successful, you 
must first pinpoint your business objectives — what, exactly, you want 
to achieve.

Choose rewards to ensure gamification success: Even the 
mere hope of receiving a prize — even a lousy one — can motivate 
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a player to perform the desired behavior. It makes sense, then, that 
successful gamification hinges on the use of rewards (preferably good 
ones).

Use analytics to track your progress: The essential factor in 
building a tremendous gamified system. 

How do you know that the gamification program you put in place is 
actually driving the behaviors you need to occur to meet your business 
objectives?

Analytics. You can assess any business operation’s success (or lack 
thereof) using analytics. With analytics, you can pinpoint where the 
problems with your program lie — Is the design off somehow? Did you 
use the wrong platform? — and determine how to correct them. In 
today’s high-tech world, that’s exactly what analytics allows you to do.

In the next chapter, we will look at the significant user flows that are 
best suited for e-commerce platforms on Shopify. 
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The crucial elements of any gamified application are User Experience 
(UX) and User Interface (UI). UX design is the designing process of 
software product interfaces focused on the end user’s perception of 
the product. According to Forbes, high-quality UX is a crucial factor 
showing how companies run a business.

UI is the designing process of software product interfaces aimed at 
efficient interaction between the user and the machine. Essentially, 
it encompasses all the controls, buttons, and application elements, 
creating a product’s visual appearance.

A great UI/UX design makes a gamification app more appealing 
for users, thereby encouraging more customers to use it and, as a 
result, enhancing brand loyalty and recognition. For instance, when a 
gamification application is designed with brand colors, logos, and other 
characteristic features, users associate it with the brand products. 

I. User Flows and Journey

(Image Credits: Blog: Gamification in the Retail: Turning Shopping into 
a Game by Softengi (A Digital Transformation Company) 

5. Gamifying Your Shopify Store 

https://softengi.com/blog/gamification-in-the-retail-turning-shopping-into-a-game/
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A recent survey by SuperOce found that 86% of consumers are willing 
to pay more for a unique experience. In fact, over the next five years, 
customer experience will overtake product as a priority for businesses 
as CX is expected to increase overall revenue. 

Indian online skincare and beauty platforms have seen a 40% increase 
in conversion rates upon using mini-quizzes and personalized surveys 
to engage their customers. The e-commerce platforms also report a 
90% completion rate for these interactive experiences -- a testament 
to the power of gamification in driving customer motivation. 

We are breaking down gamified user journeys!

Gamified user journeys are usually broken down into customer-
driven and moment-driven engagement frameworks. 

Customer-driven engagement framework: is centered 
on learning and analyzing customer insights using empathy and 
sentiments. The main focus of this framework is to recognize empathic 
factors from the get-go (app downloads or website/store visits) to 
signing up (onboarding) to purchase (conversion). These are also 
the various stages of turning your casual users into loyal customers. 

Moment-driven engagement framework: is centered around 
pinpointing the exact moments that are full of intent for customers - 
and nudging them gently towards the path of conversion. By identifying 
critical milestones in the customer journey, where a customer might 
pause, churn, or dive in, you can fill the moment with tantalizing 
possibilities with a dangling reward. 
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Now -- let’s take a look at how a gamified user journey drives 
customer acquisition, engagement, and retention. 

II. Acquisition, Engagement, Retention

Acquisition: The first impression matters! Grab your shoppers 
with the very first engagement. Find out what they're interested in, 
and then show them what's offered. Improve their decision-making 
by providing them with the most up-to-date product specifications, 
reviews, and ratings available. 

Example: In 2011, the men’s apparel e-commerce site Bonobos 
launched a digital scavenger hunt on the NotCot and NotCouture sites. 
Ya-Kai Chou reports that “Visitors could search the site to locate and 
click on the images. The first 50 people that found the images each day 
would receive a $25 Bonobos credit plus free shipping. As a bonus, 
visitors that were able to find a guy in paisley pants received a special 
code for $100 off their purchase.”

(Bonobos’ Scavenger Hunt. Image Credits: Yu-Kai Chou)
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By reaching NotCot customers that may not know about the 
brand, Bonobos increased their brand recognition with their target 
demographic. They could softly approach male customers who may 
not be comfortable with more direct marketing tactics.

Engagement: Shopify stores can use features like quizzes, scratch 
cards, and referrals, among others. The features will ensure better 
customer engagement in a fun-filled manner and attract more users 
to the platform.

Example: Capitalizing on their target audience’s competitive 
nature, the NikeFuel program brings together runners, trainers, and 
athletes alike — over 18 million of them. The idea behind the digital 
plan is to allow users to post their best times, track their progress, and 
challenge friends and family to increase fitness and meet goals. 

(Digital fitness revolutionized with social gamification. Image credits: Nike)

And the rewards that Nike offers? How about early access to products 
and events, free shipping, customized workouts, and more.

A place for their enthusiastic community to come together and 
interact with the brand, the NikeFuel program also drives sales and 
engagement for the fitness brand.

Retention: Use several channels and devices to keep customers 
engaged. Send personalized suggestions, remind them of seasonal 
discounts, and share engaging content on new releases and trends to 
keep them coming back.

Example: Luxury, members-only e-commerce brand Gilt provides 
customers with a high-end, VIP shopping experience. Gilt sales are 
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time-sensitive and use flash sales to move merchandise quickly. 
The exclusive deals offered on the site encourage quick sales and 
decisiveness in their members. 

(The e-commerce platform constantly offers exciting discounts to new 
customers to create loyal customers for life. Image Credits: Gilt Fashion)

According to the Gilt site: “All sales take place only on www.gilt.com, 
and our full collection of merchandise is always available at the start 
of the sale, so be sure to log on early.”

III. Game-Like Immersive Elements

But what elements should Shopify stores pick to get the most results 
from their gamification program?

Below are the best game-like immersive elements that have a 
demonstrated history of driving sales on Shopify stores. 

Challenges: We care more about the things 
that we own. Collecting stamps or stickers is a 
fun gamified activity where you can drive your 
customers to spend more time on your app and 
web platform and increase their frequency of 
purchases.

The sense of ownership will motivate your users 
to return to your product regularly. 
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Games: Gamification techniques entertain your customers and help 
to build loyalty. Adding a mini-game as spin-the-wheel will create a 
fun new way for your users to engage with the content on your app. 

Quizzes: Encourage User Participation With Fun Mini-Quizzes & 
Great Prizes. Adding quizzes and personalized surveys will allow you 
to drive customer engagement with immersive and fun experiences.

Gamified Referrals: With gamification, you can track your referral 
programs, nudge your users at just the right time, and create customer 
reward tiers to ensure that your users complete the referral process.

Nudges: Gently Nudge Your Customers To Complete In-App 
Activities & Earn Exciting Rewards. Create meaningful relationships 
with your customers to increase their LTV and generate revenue 
with gamified nudges. 
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Streaks: Engage your customers with streaks they can complete 
and earn rewards. You can customize your daily prizes, add additional 
perks for milestones, and set custom checkpoints for your user 
journeys. 

Conclusion

Well, that ends our journey. Working on this e-book has been an 
incredibly rewarding process, and we hope that Shopify store owners 
reading this book will now have a clear idea of the advantages of 
gamification, the execution process, and also the expected growth that 
they can get by implementing game-like interactive UX elements on 
their website. 

At CustomerGlu, we offer interactive UX solutions to help digital 
businesses grow quicker with fully immersive and fun customer 
experiences. Product managers and marketers can choose from 
our hundreds of gamified templates to design and experiment with 
different gamified journeys without spending fortunes on fancy game 
developers. 

Want to experiment with our new self-serve dashboard?

https://www.customerglu.com/contact

